
The Wangsta Principal

Although I was greatly relieved to be leaving the pandemonium I had found inside a 
series of ruthlessly invaded middle schools, by the time I had found my way back into a high 
school teaching assignment, I discovered that our district’s increasingly aggressive reform 
policies:

Had hardened.  
Had, in fact, taken on a stiff, immovable crust.  
Punishments created through the invasive mandates of accountability – increasingly 

merciless actions argued as being an ostensive care for low-income, culturally-different students 
– had now generated (behind, beneath and within the intertwining web of entangled monetary 
schemes) the each year yet more labyrinthine fact that, in modern days?  Our district’s 
operational budget now increasingly depended upon the continued fund-garnering invasion into 
low-income schools.  

(Or, well – really?  
Into any school at all.)  
To put it another way: Monies garnered through the invasion of reform had become so 

symbiotically intertwined with an overall traditional school funding, that the very act of reform – 
not reform for any particularly selected reason – had become indispensable.  Reform, reform, 
reform, the never-ending cry now resounded. 

Reform, for the sake of reform.  
Change, for the sake of change.
Disruptive, ever more financially imperative incursions (so many dependent upon short-

lived, suddenly depleted grants; grants which, only brief years later, ceased to exist) began to 
require, as time passed and the call for a no-excuses innovation increased, the parallel production 
of blindly loyal and institutionally “smarter” administrators: contemporary educational leaders 
who could be trained to pay homage to the don’t-talk-back hierarchy of a modern-day top-down 
management.  Game-savvy business leaders who never felt it wise to question upper-level 
directives – or larger system goals.*

Well-trained leaders of truly modern days who understood absolutely? 
The never-ending obligation for handling a growing inundation of bad teachers.  
Teachers who spoke up.
Teachers who resisted.   
Teachers who, being old-school protective and loudly opinionated?
Must now be uncompromisingly isolated, negatively evaluated – and?
Ultimately dismissed.
As a chaotically implemented but reform sanctioned teacher shuffling expanded within 

our district (a district now recognized as, and even braggingly lauded for, being a system which – 
when compared with neighboring large-enrollment districts – moved and placed not an 
equivalent number of teachers each year; not merely an additional few; not even a couple dozen 
extra, but literally hundreds more) – well, those educators who continued an employment inside 
our district’s lowest-income schools only to be viciously labeled and arbitrarily moved around 
the district experienced a distinctly unique learning curve.
	
 I, for example?
	
 Learned that eminently disdainful middle schoolers had a name for the strutting, reform-
hired, mandate-empowered men of color who flitted impressively in and out of our buildings. 



Men, and very occasionally women, who, under the modern-day theory of a don’t-talk-
back management, took an administrative job here, an additional promotion there, a newly 
created power position to follow.  Employees seduced by the bonus of power, the higher and 
higher salaries, and the enticing personal rewards connected to the intimidating demand for a 
production of ever higher test scores.  Short-term, quick-fix managers never permitted, nor 
expected, to remain anywhere long enough to be ultimately saddled with any long-term academic 
outcomes.
	
 When, one afternoon, a young man – huge baggy shirt untucked to almost, but not quite, 
cover pants hanging precariously low on skinny hips – wandered past me in the hall, intending to 
head him off I warned that his travels were taking him in a perilous direction.  “Look,” I said, 
pointing down through the open stairwell to the marbled floors below.  

Pausing mid-stride, the boy hesitated, and stood still long enough to peer through the 
railings and look down at the tall, thin man now walking purposefully in the direction of our 
front office.  A finely-tailored, commandingly-imperious three-piece suit draped his body; 
ominously dark sunglasses which he had refrained from removing while in the building 
threateningly shielded his eyes.  

Allowing his gaze to sweep briefly over this imposing figure, the young man snorted 
derisively.  “Him? Ah, nah, Miss, no worries.  He a wangsta.”    

“A wangsta?” I repeated.
“He think he a gangsta.  But he ain’t gonna stick around; he ain’t gonna mess with 

nobody.  No way he gonna get that shit suit dirty.”  
And having, thus, cheerfully enlightened me, the young man returned to his stroll.  In our 

brief interchange, however, calling upon the instincts attached to actually being the  low-income, 
inner-city kid about whom everyone claimed so much to care; of being the surely deserving 
recipient of so much of this unremittingly administered reform – this student had managed to 
isolate a centrally telling element of school innovator intentions.  
	
 If you threw around enough of that seductively deregulated money, literal millions in 
fact?  One day the expensively-tailored suits, the high-end sunglasses, the enticingly-understated 
jewelry, the hundred-dollar haircuts and, oh, yes, that very nice car – the one you had, in fact, just 
parked outside.
	
 Well, these things?

Become much, much more important than any of those complicatedly non-standardized – 
and so frustratingly difficult – kids.

*Do a little research; look into the “larger system goals” intended for our nation’s public education as they are now 
being systematically (state by state; city by city; district by district ) pursued by conservative think tanks and a very, 
very powerful – and very, very far right – Legislative Exchange organization.


